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Active RIS Versus Passive RIS: Which is Superior With the Same Power Budget?
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Abstract— This letter theoretically compares the active
reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS)-aided system with the
passive RIS-aided system. For a fair comparison, we consider
that these two systems have the same overall power budget that
can be used at both the base station (BS) and the RIS. For
active RIS, we first derive the optimal power splitting between
the BS’s transmit signal power and RIS’s output signal power.
We also analyze the impact of various system parameters on
the optimal power splitting ratio. Then, we theoretically and
numerically compare the performance between the active RIS
and the passive RIS, which demonstrates that the active RIS
would be superior if the power budget is not very small and the
number of RIS elements is not very large.

Index Terms— Reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS),
intelligent reflecting surface (IRS), active RIS, power budget.

I. INTRODUCTION

PASSIVE reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS)-aided
systems have attracted extensive research attention

recently [1]–[6]. By passively reflecting the impinging signal
and intelligently adjusting the phase shifts, received signals
from different paths can be constructively superimposed and
enhanced. Besides, the passive RIS relies on low power tunable
electronic circuits (e.g., PIN diodes or varactors) to shift the
phase, and therefore nearly zero power is consumed.

However, the passive nature also has some drawbacks.
The signal reflected by the RIS needs to pass through two
paths, i.e., the base station (BS)-RIS and RIS-user paths.
Without signal amplification, the received signal suffers from
the product/double path loss attenuation and therefore becomes
weak enough. This “double path loss” attenuation limits the
potential of RIS to a large extent [7]. To tackle this challenge,
the concept of active RIS has been proposed and investigated
in [8]–[13]. The appealing feature of the active RIS is that
it can not only adjust the phase shifts but also amplify the
received signal attenuated from the first hop to a normal
strength level. Accordingly, active RIS effectively circumvents
the double path loss attenuation.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the considered system.

The hardware structure of active RIS is fundamentally
different from that of passive RIS. To amplify the sig-
nal, the active RIS is equipped with phase shifts circuits
and reflection-type amplifiers (e.g., current-inverting convert-
ers) [8]. Different from the low power passive RIS, similar
power could be consumed by the BS and amplifiers of active
RIS, which means that the power consumption of active RIS
can no longer be neglected. Since the total power consumption
in active RIS systems could be much higher than that in
passive RIS-aided systems, it is fair to compare them under
the same total power budget. Although the comparison of
active and passive RISs under the same power budget has
been considered in [8] via numerical simulations, this topic
has not been studied from the perspective of theoretical
analysis. To better understand the performance difference
between active and passive RISs, explicit theoretical data rate
expressions are necessary and some fundamental analytical
insights are highly desirable.

In this letter, we perform a fair comparison between the
active and passive RISs with the same overall power budget.
Given total power, we first decide how much power should
be split to the active RIS’s amplifiers. Then, we theoretically
analyze the impact of various system parameters on the derived
optimal power splitting ratio. Finally, analytical and numerical
results are provided to shed light on the performance difference
between the active and passive RISs.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a single-input single-output (SISO) system with
the aid of an RIS equipped with N elements as illustrated in
Fig. 1.1 The BS-RIS and RIS-user channels are denoted by
hsr ∈ CN×1 and hH

rd ∈ C1×N , respectively. For brevity, the
direct link is assumed to be entirely blocked [10].2

As in [9], [10], we assume that line-of-sight (LoS)
paths exist in RIS-reflected channels. Based on the uni-
form rectangular array (URA) model, we denote that

1This tractable scenario enables us to provide some essential insights and
gain a better understanding of the property of active RIS. The extension to
more practical multi-user MIMO scenarios will be left for our future work.

2This assumption is reasonable for scenarios where buildings or walls exist
between the BS and the user.
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hsr = hsraN (ϑa, ϑe) and hH
rd = hrdaT

N (ςa, ςe), where
aN (ωa, ωe) = ãNx (sin ωa sin ωe) ⊗ ãNy (cosωe), N =
NxNy, and ãL(�) = [1, . . . , ej2π

qris
λ (L−1)�]T . ϑa, ϑe, ςa

and ςe are the azimuth and elevation angles of arrival and
departure, respectively. qris and λ denote the element spacing
of the RIS and the wavelength, respectively. hsr and hrd

represent the distance-dependent path-loss factors expressed as

hsr =
√

βsrd
−αsr
sr and hrd =

√
βrdd

−αrd

rd , where βsr and βrd

represent the reference strength for the channel at a distance
of 1 m, dsr and drd are distances, and αsr and αrd denote the
path-loss exponents. Note that if βsr = βrd = −30 dB and
αsr = αrd = 2, the channel gains would be h2

sr = −70 dB
and h2

rd = −50 dB, by assuming that the RIS is deployed
close to the user so that dsr = 100 m and drd = 10 m.
Therefore, in practical scenarios, the channel gains h2

sr and
h2

rd are very small values [7]. Without amplification, the
received signal at the user could suffer from the product/double
path loss h2

sr × h2
rd = −120 dB and therefore becomes very

weak. In the sequel of this letter, the order of magnitude of
h2

sr and h2
rd could help us better understand the performance

comparison between the active RIS and the passive RIS.
Define the reflection matrix of the RIS as Θ =

diag
{
ρ1e

jθ1 , . . . , ρNejθN
}

, where θn denotes the phase shift
of the n-th RIS reflecting element. For passive RIS, we have
ρn = 1, ∀n. However, ρn > 1, ∀n are feasible for active RIS
due to its amplifiers. For simplicity, we assume that ρn = ρ, ∀n
and then define Θ = ρ diag

{
ejθ1 , . . . , ejθN

}
= ρΦ. Let

x ∼ CN (0, 1) denote the symbol transmitted from the BS.
Then, the signal reflected by the active RIS and finally received
by the user is given by

yact =
√

P act
BS ρhH

rdΦhsrx + ρhH
rdΦnr + n, (1)

where P act
BS is the transmit power of BS in active RIS systems,

nr ∼ CN (
0, ι2

rIN

)
denotes the thermal noise introduced by

active RIS components, and n ∼ CN
(
0, ι2

)
represents the

thermal noise at the receiver. Letting ρ = 1 and nr = 0,
we can obtain the received signal in the passive RIS-aided
system as follows

ypas =
√

P pas
BS hH

rdΦhsrx + n, (2)

where P pas
BS is the transmit power of BS in passive RIS

systems. Besides, the overall power consumption of active and
passive RIS-aided systems are respectively given by [9]

Qact = P act
BS + P act

RIS + N (PSW + PDC) ,

Qpas = P pas
BS + NPSW, (3)

where P act
RIS is the power of amplified signal reflected by the

active RIS, PSW is the power consumed by the phase shift
switch and control circuit in each RIS elements, PDC is the
direct current biasing power used by the amplifier in each
active RIS element.

III. ACTIVE RIS VERSUS PASSIVE RIS

Based on (1), the achievable rate of active RIS systems
is Ract = log2 (1 + γact), in which the signal-to-noise-ratio

(SNR) is expressed as

γact =
P act

BS ρ2
∣∣hH

rdΦhsr

∣∣2
ρ2ι2

r

∥∥hH
rdΦ

∥∥2 + ι2
=

P act
BS ρ2

∣∣hH
rdΦhsr

∣∣2
ρ2ι2

rNh2
rd + ι2

(a)
=

P act
BS ρ2N2h2

srh
2
rd

ρ2ι2
rNh2

rd + ι2
=

N2P act
BS h2

srh
2
rd

Nι2
rh2

rd + σ2

ρ2

, (4)

where (a) utilizes the optimal design of Φ, i.e., θn =
arg {[hrd]n} − arg {[hsr]n} , ∀n.

Substituting (4) with ρ = 1 and ι2
r = 0, we obtain

the achievable rate of passive RIS systems as Rpas =
log2 (1 + γpas), where

γpas =
N2P pas

BS h2
srh

2
rd

ι2
. (5)

Comparing (4) with (5), it is obvious that γact > γpas ,
if P act

BS = P pas
BS (without the same power budget constraint),

Nh2
rd � 1 (for h2

rd ≈ −50 dB), ι2
r ≈ ι2, and ρ2 > 1.

Therefore, for a fair comparison, it is necessary to constrain
that both two schemes have the same overall power budget
Qact = Qpas , which means P act

BS < P pas
BS . In this context, the

superiority of active RIS over passive RIS is non-trivial and
needs to be re-examined.

A. Problem Formulation With the Same Power Budget

Assume that the total power budget is Qtot, i.e.,
Qact = Qpas = Qtot. From (3), we have

P act
BS = Qtot − N (PSW + PDC) − P act

RIS � C − P act
RIS, (6)

P pas
BS = Qtot − NPSW = C + NPDC, (7)

where C = P act
BS + P act

RIS corresponds to the available power
left for splitting to the BS and active RIS after supplying the
hardware power consumption. Clearly, if C ≤ 0, we have
P act

BS = 0 and γact = 0. Therefore, we only focus on the
region of C > 0 in this section.

Different from the passive RIS, we need to additionally
decide the optimal power splitting for P act

BS and P act
RIS given

C. The optimization problem is formulated as

max
P act

BS, ρ
γact (8a)

s.t. P act
BS ρ2	Φhsr	2 + ρ2ι2

r	Φ	2 ≤ P act
RIS, (8b)

P act
BS + P act

RIS = C. (8c)

Since γact increases with ρ, substituting (8c) into (8b), the
optimal ρ2 should satisfy the following condition

ρ2 =
C − P act

BS

N (P act
BS h2

sr + ι2
r )

. (9)

Then, the original problem is transformed to

max
P act

BS

γact =
Nh2

srh
2
rd

(
CP act

BS − (P act
BS )2

)
ι2

rh2
rd (C − P act

BS ) + ι2 (P act
BS h2

sr + ι2
r)
(10a)

s.t. 0 ≤ P act
BS ≤ C. (10b)

It is readily to find γact|P act
BS =0 = 0 and γact|P act

BS =C = 0.
Therefore, it is necessary to decide the optimal power splitting
between the BS and the active RIS.
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B. Optimal Power Splitting

Theorem 1: If ι2
rh2

rd = ι2h2
sr, the optimal power split to

the BS is (P act
BS )� = C/2. Otherwise, we have

(
P act

BS

)� =
1

ι2
rh2

rd − ι2h2
sr

×
{
Cι2

rh2
rd + ι2ι2

r

−
√

(Cι2h2
sr + ι2ι2

r ) (Cι2
rh2

rd + ι2ι2
r)

}
. (11)

Meanwhile, the optimal power split to the RIS is (P act
RIS)� =

C − (P act
BS )�

.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix A. �

If ι2
r = ι2, βsr = βrd, and αsr = αrd, condition

ι2
rh2

rd = ι2h2
sr can be satisfied when the RIS is located in

the middle between the BS and the user. In this special case,
it is optimal to equally split the power to the BS and the RIS.
Unless otherwise stated, we focus on the case ι2

rh2
rd 
= ι2h2

sr

in the following.
Corollary 1: When ι2

r → 0, (P act
BS )� → 0 and (P act

RIS)� →
C. When ι2

r → ∞, (P act
BS )� → C + σ2

h2
rd

−
√

σ2

h2
rd

(C + σ2

h2
rd

),

which further tends to C if σ2

h2
rd

� C.

As ι2
r → 0, the receiver noise ι2 becomes dominant, and

therefore larger P act
RIS is preferred, which achieves larger ρ and

then reduces the term σ2

ρ2 in (4). As ι2
r → ∞, the RIS noise

becomes dominant, and it is useless to increase ρ since it also
amplifies the RIS noise term ρ2ι2

rNh2
rd in (4). In this case,

increasing P act
BS can effectively improve the SNR.

Corollary 2: Both (P act
BS )� and (P act

RIS)� are increasing
functions of Qtot but decreasing functions of N .

Proof: Please refer to Appendix B. �
Corollary 2 shows that as power budget Qtot grows, it is

optimal to simultaneously increase the power of the BS and
the RIS. Fully splitting the increased power to the BS/RIS
unfairly will sacrifice the performance. Meanwhile, when N
increases, less power is left for the BS and the RIS, and it is
optimal to simultaneously cut down their power.

Corollary 3: When ι2
rh2

rd > ι2h2
sr, (P act

BS )� − (P act
RIS)� is

an increasing function of Qtot but decreasing function of N .
On the contrary, when ι2

rh2
rd < ι2h2

sr, (P act
BS )� − (P act

RIS)� is
a decreasing function of Qtot but increasing function of N .

Proof: Please refer to Appendix C. �
Although the power should be split fairly, Corollary 3

unveils that there do exist some splitting priorities for
increased Qtot. With larger ι2

rh2
rd, more power should be

split to the BS, since P act
BS reduces the impact of RIS noise.

By contrast, with larger ι2h2
sr, more power should be split to

the active RIS, which leads to larger ρ and therefore decreases
the impact of receiver noise. Besides, by moving the RIS closer
to the user, h2

rd increases while h2
sr decreases. Hence, when

the RIS is located near the BS (user), more power should be
split to the RIS (BS). This is because the received signal at
the RIS is stronger with larger h2

sr, and larger P act
RIS is needed

to amplify a stronger signal for a certain multiple ρ as shown
in (9).

C. SNR Comparison

Using (P act
BS )�, (4), (5), and (9), by solving γact > γpas, it is

readily to obtain the following results.

Lemma 1: Passive RIS performs better if

Nh2
rd

ι2
r

ι2
>

(P act
BS )�

P pas
BS

. (12)

Otherwise, active RIS performs better when

C − (P act
BS )�

N
(
(P act

BS )�
h2

sr + ι2
r

) = (ρ�)2 >
1

(P act
BS )�

Ppas
BS

− Nh2
rd

σ2
r

σ2

. (13)

We firstly focus on condition (12). Since (P act
BS )�

Ppas
BS

< 1,

passive RIS must be better if N > σ2

h2
rdσ2

r
, i.e., for sufficiently

large N , since in this case active RIS suffers from severe noise
Nι2

rh2
rd. (12) is easier to hold for small ι2 or large ι2

r . This
is because active RIS can effectively mitigate the impact of
ι2 but it is impaired by ι2

r . If ι2
r = ι2, condition (12) holds

if Nh2
rd > 1, which means that the attenuation from path loss

h2
rd is compensated by RIS’s gain N and therefore double path

loss attenuation no longer exists. However, we emphasize that
the N satisfying condition (12) may be very large due to the
small value of h2

rd.

Lemma 2: Define g(C) = (P act
BS )�

Ppas
BS

. If ι2
rh2

rd > ιrh
2
sr, g(C)

increases with C. If ι2
rh2

rd < ιrh
2
sr, depending on the values

of N , g(C) could be an increasing function or a function
which firstly increases but then decreases with C. In addition,

g(0) → 0 and g(∞) → σ2
rh2

rd−
√

σ2h2
srσ2

rh2
rd

σ2
rh2

rd−σ2h2
sr

∈ (0, 1) which

approaches 1 as ι2
rh2

rd → ∞.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix D. �

Corollary 4: Passive RIS outperforms active RIS for small
C, i.e., for low power budget Qtot.

Proof: Define C∗ = argmax
C

g(C). If g(C∗) < Nh2
rd

σ2
r

σ2 ,

condition (12) holds for all C (also for small C). If not,
from Lemma 2, there exists an intersection point C̃ ∈ (0, C∗)
so that g(C̃) = Nh2

rd
σ2

r

σ2 . Then, condition (12) holds for all
C ∈ (0, C̃). �

The above discussions demonstrate that passive RIS is
better for very large N and very small Qtot. We next use
condition (13) to demonstrate the superiority of active RIS
when N is not very large and Qtot is not very small.

Corollary 5: Active RIS outperforms passive RIS if
ι2 ≈ ι2

r � PDC, Nh2
sr, Nh2

rd � 1, and C ≥ NPDC.
Proof: We prove γact ((P act

BS )�) > γpas by proving
γact (C/2) > γpas due to γact ((P act

BS )�) ≥ γact (C/2).
By replacing (P act

BS )� in (13) with C/2, the left-hand side
of (13) is lower bounded by

ρ2
sub =

C

CNh2
sr + 2Nι2

r

≥ min
{

1
2Nh2

sr

,
C

4Nι2
r

}

≥ min
{

1
2Nh2

sr

,
PDC

4ι2
r

}
� 1. (14)

The right-hand side of (13) is approximately upper bounded
by

1
C

2(C+NPDC)−Nh2
rd

σ2
r

σ2

≤ 1
1
4 − Nh2

rd
σ2

r

σ2

≈ 4 < ρ2
sub, (15)

which completes the proof. �
The reason behind Corollary 5 is that the signal received at

the RIS has been attenuated by path loss h2
sr and therefore
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Fig. 2. Rate comparison versus N .

becomes very weak. Accordingly, large ρ2 is feasible to
amplify this weak signal to a normal strength while satisfying
the RIS power constraint (8b).

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

If not specified otherwise, we set PDC = −5 dBm,
PSW = −10 dBm [9], ι2 = ι2

r = −80 dBm, Qtot =
30 dBm, and qris = λ/4. Based on 3GPP UMi LoS scenarios
with 5 GHz carrier frequency [14] and assuming 5 dBi antenna
at the BS and the RIS [7], the path-loss parameters are given
by βsr = −31.9 dB, βrd = −36.9 dB, and αsr = αrd =
2.2. The BS, the RIS, and the user are located at (0, 0, 0),
(xRIS, 10 m, 2 m), and (70 m, 0, 0), respectively. xRIS = 5 m
and N = 256 are adopted by default.3 Besides, an equal power
splitting scheme, i.e., P act

BS = P act
RIS = C/2, is considered as

the baseline.
We first validate our conclusion in Corollary 5. Based on

the above simulation setup and use the sub-optimal solution
P act

BS = C/2, we can calculate the left- and right-hand side
of (13) as ρ2

sub = 1.3 × 103 and 2.18, respectively, which
verifies the correctness of Corollary 5.

Fig. 2 illustrates the superiority of active RIS when N
is not very large. This is because active RIS can exploit a
small amount of power to amplify the signal attenuated after
the transmission in the first hop, and therefore overcome the
double path loss attenuation and significantly improve the
strength of the signal received at the user. Besides, note that
the active RIS requires higher hardware complexity than the
passive RIS given the same N . However, it can be observed
from Fig. 2 that compared with the rate achieved by passive
RIS with hundreds of elements, the active RIS could achieve
a higher achievable rate with only tens of elements. Therefore,
the higher hardware complexity would not limit the potential
of applying the active RIS.

Being consistent with Corollaries 4 and 5, Fig. 3 unveils
that the passive RIS performs better for small power budgets
while the active RIS is superior when the power budget is
sufficient. Meanwhile, it can be seen that the equal splitting
strategy begins to show its defects as Qtot increases. This
is because as the power budget grows, the optimal splitting
ratio between the BS and active RIS needs to be adjusted
accordingly, as discussed in Corollary 3.

Fig. 4 unveils the superiority of active RIS in all deployment
locations. The passive RIS should be deployed near the

3The far-field channel models are valid when the communication distance
is smaller than Fraunhofer distance 2D2/λ, where D =

√
2Nqris is the

maximal aperture of the RIS with a square array [15, (134)]. Accordingly, the
far-field assumption holds for N < 757.

Fig. 3. Rate comparison versus power budget Qtot.

Fig. 4. Rate comparison versus RIS location xRIS.

BS or the user in order to alleviate the attenuation from
double path loss. By contrast, the active RIS can achieve
promising performance in all locations since the double-fading
effect is effectively circumvented thanks to the integration of
amplifiers. Meanwhile, as expected in Theorem 1, the equal
splitting scheme is optimal only in the case of ι2

rh2
rd = ι2h2

sr.
Finally, it is worth noting that Fig. 2 - 4 all show that the

equal power splitting scheme is a high-quality sub-optimal
solution. This is because this scheme could satisfy the fairness
requirement in Corollary 2. Since the equal power split-
ting scheme has low implementation complexity, our results
validate the feasibility of applying active RIS in practical
communication systems.

V. CONCLUSION

This letter theoretically compared the active RIS with the
passive RIS under the same power budget. We firstly derived
the optimal power splitting ratio between the BS and the active
RIS. We then provided some insights based on the derived
splitting ratio and discussed the conditions when active or
passive RIS performs better.

APPENDIX A

The first-order derivative of γact in (10a) with respect to
P act

BS is given by

∂γact

∂P act
BS

=
Nh2

srh
2
rd × f1 (P act

BS )

(ι2
rh2

rd (C − P act
BS ) + ι2 (P act

BS h2
sr + ι2

r ))2
, (16)

where

f1

(
P act

BS

)
=

(
ι2

rh2
rd − ι2h2

sr

) (
P act

BS

)2 − 2
(
Cι2

rh2
rd + ι2ι2

r

)
P act

BS

+C
(
Cι2

rh2
rd + ι2ι2

r

)
. (17)

If ι2
rh2

rd = ι2h2
sr, f1 (P act

BS ) is a linear function with
f1 (C/2) = 0. Clearly, the optimal solution is (P act

BS )� = C/2.
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When ι2
rh2

rd 
= ι2h2
sr, f1 (P act

BS ) is a quadratic function
with f1(0) = C

(
Cι2

rh2
rd + ι2ι2

r

)
> 0 and f1(C) =

−C
(
Cι2h2

sr + ι2ι2
r

)
< 0. Therefore, there must exist one

and only one root (P act
BS )rt for f1(P act

BS ) within (0, C). When
0 ≤ P act

BS < (P act
BS )rt, f1 (P act

BS ) > 0. When (P act
BS )rt <

P act
BS ≤ C, f1 (P act

BS ) < 0. Accordingly, based on (16), γact

is maximized at (P act
BS )� = (P act

BS )rt. We next derive the root
(P act

BS )rt which locates in (0, C). After some simplifications,
two roots of f1 (P act

BS ) are given by(
P act

BS

)RTs =
1

ι2
rh2

rd − ι2h2
sr

×
{

Cι2
rh2

rd + ι2ι2
r

±
√

(Cι2h2
sr + ι2ι2

r ) (Cι2
rh2

rd + ι2ι2
r )

}
.

(18)

If ι2
rh2

rd > ι2h2
sr, we have Cι2

rh2
rd +

ι2ι2
r =

√
(Cι2

rh2
rd + ι2ι2

r )(Cι2
rh2

rd + ι2ι2
r ) >√

(Cι2h2
sr + ι2ι2

r ) (Cι2
rh2

rd + ι2ι2
r). Thus, both two

roots are positive, and the left root is the smaller one located
in (0, C), as given in (11). If ι2

rh2
rd < ι2h2

sr, we have
Cι2

rh2
rd + ι2ι2

r <
√

(Cι2h2
sr + ι2ι2

r ) (Cι2
rh2

rd + ι2ι2
r ).

In this case, the left root is negative but the right root is
positive. Hence, the right root, written in (11), is the solution.

APPENDIX B

The first-order derivative of (P act
BS )� with respect to C is

∂ (P act
BS )�

∂C
=

ι2
rh2

rd − ι2ι2
r

√
f2(C)

ι2
rh2

rd − ι2h2
sr

, (19)

where f2(C) = (2Ch2
srh2

rd+σ2h2
sr+σ2

rh2
rd)

2

4(Cσ2h2
sr+σ2σ2

r)(Cσ2
rh2

rd+σ2σ2
r)

and

∂f2(C)
∂C

=
4

(
2Ch2

srh
2
rd + ι2h2

sr + ι2
rh2

rd

)
ι2ι2

r

{4 (Cι2h2
sr + ι2ι2

r ) (Cι2
rh2

rd + ι2ι2
r)}2

×
{
2ι2ι2

rh2
srh

2
rd−

((
ι2h2

sr

)2
+

(
ι2

rh2
rd

)2
)} (b)

< 0,

(20)

where (b) utilizes the inequality x2 + y2 ≥ 2xy and ι2
rh2

rd 
=
ι2h2

sr as assumed before. Therefore, the function in (19)
monotonously increases (decreases) with C if ι2

rh2
rd >

ι2h2
sr (ι2

rh2
rd < ι2h2

sr). Besides, we have lim
C→0

∂(P act
BS)�

∂C →
1
2 > 0 and lim

C→∞
∂(P act

BS)�

∂C → σ2
rh2

rd−
√

σ2σ2
rh2

srh2
rd

σ2
rh2

rd−σ2h2
sr

> 0. Due

to the monotonicity, there must be ∂(P act
BS)�

∂C > 0, ∀C > 0.
Similarly, using (P act

RIS)� = C − (P act
BS )�, we can prove

∂(P act
RIS)�

∂C > 0. Since C increases with Qtot but decreases with
N , the proof is completed.

APPENDIX C

Define (P act
BS )� − (P act

RIS)� � f3(C). Then, we have

∂f3(C)
∂C

=
ι2

rh2
rd + ι2h2

sr − 2ι2ι2
r

√
f2(C)

ι2
rh2

rd − ι2h2
sr

, (21)

and lim
C→0

∂f3(C)
∂C → 0. Note that we have proved that f2(C)

is a decreasing function. When ι2
rh2

rd > ι2h2
sr, ∂f3(C)

∂C is an
increasing function leading to ∂f3(C)

∂C > 0 for C > 0. When
ι2

rh2
rd < ι2h2

sr, ∂f3(C)
∂C is a decreasing function leading to

∂f3(C)
∂C < 0 for C > 0.

APPENDIX D

Using P pas
BS = C + NPDC, we have ∂

∂C

(P act
BS )�

Ppas
BS

=
f4(C)

(C+NPDC)2
where f4(C) = (C + NPDC)

{
∂

∂C (P act
BS )�} −

(P act
BS )� with f4(0) = NPDC

2 . Besides, we have ∂
∂C f4(C) =

(C + NPDC)
{

∂2

∂C2 (P act
BS )�

}
. As proved in Appendix B,

∂2

∂C2 (P act
BS )�

> 0 if ι2
rh2

rd > ι2h2
sr, which leads to

f4(C) > f4(0) > 0 and ∂
∂C

(P act
BS )�

Ppas
BS

> 0. By contrast,

if ι2
rh2

rd < ι2h2
sr, we have ∂2

∂C2 (P act
BS )�

< 0 and then f4(C)
is a decreasing function. As C → ∞, we have

f4(∞) →
ι2ι2

r( σ2h2
sr+σ2

rh2
rd

2
√

σ2h2
srσ2

rh2
rd

− 1)

ι2
rh2

rd − ι2h2
sr

+NPDC
ι2

rh2
rd −

√
ι2ι2

rh2
srh

2
rd

ι2
rh2

rd − ι2h2
sr

, (22)

where the first term is negative while the second term
is positive. Thus, when N is larger than a threshold,

f4(C) > f4(∞) > 0 and then ∂
∂C

(P act
BS )�

Ppas
BS

> 0. Otherwise,
f4(C) decreases from positive value f4(0) to negative value

f4(∞) which means that
(P act

BS )�

Ppas
BS

firstly increases but then
decreases.
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